The Council’s
Spring Symposium
May 6, 13 & 20, 2021

Welcome!
A Few Housekeeping Requests:

Greg Wikler
Executive Director
California Efficiency + Demand
Management Council

• Please mute your phones and turn
off your cameras when not
speaking
• Raise your hand if you wish to ask
a question
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Thanks to Our Sponsors!
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Thanks to Our Amazing Team!
Mary Dockter

Serj Berelson

Megan Myers

Luke Tougas

Erin Niemela

Tiffany Phan
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•
•

About the Spring Symposium

Refer to your program Booklet – Available to download at
www.cedmc.org under Events, Spring Symposium
Participation Opportunities – Your input matters!

–
–

•

If you have questions for the panelists, enter them into the Zoom
chat function
Feel free to ask a live question during the Q&A time – just raise
your hand and we’ll call on you (time-permitting)

Attendee Survey – Please give us your feedback and be
entered into a raffle to win a Google/Nest smart thermostat!

–
–

Thanks to Google for donating the Nest thermostat and to our
Daffodil sponsors Cadmus, DNV & SBW for hosting the raffle!
You can find the survey link on p.7 of the Booklet; we will also
send an email to all attendees at the end of each day with the link
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•

A Few Words About our Program
over the Next 3 Thursdays
Three sessions that are inexorably linked:

–
–
–

Cost-effectiveness is the key to unlocking
the significant potential of efficiency and
demand management resources
Regulatory policies and rules must be
modernized to ensure equitable treatment
of all resources
Expanding clean energy resources must
be done using an updated social contract
that treats all workers and program
participants in a fair and equitable manner
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Session #1: Cost-Effectiveness
Reform: Best Practices and Methods
Joy Morgenstern , CPUC

Mohit Chhabra , NRDC

Chris Neme, Energy
Futures Group

Moderator:
Mike Rufo , Verdant
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CECMC Spring Symposium Panel

Cost-Effectiveness Reform: Best
Practices & Methods
Mike Rufo, Moderator
Strategic Advisor
Verdant Associates, LLc

May 6, 2021

Cost Effectiveness: Then, Now, and Next…
Origins of SPM Tests
Evolution of C-E
Today’s and tomorrow’s
challenges

Expanding Cost Effectiveness Domains & Issues
non-energy GHG
programs
IRP/
GHG-RP
“marginality”

EE
DERs, Tariffs

Equity

Decarb

Net impacts
(Additionality)
Market
Transformation
Can existing or
reformed C-E
methods bring us
better programs
and policies and
faster, greater GHG
reductions?

Marginal
emissions

SCT, RVT, TRC,
PAC, RIM

Incremental
Measure Costs
Avoided
Costs

Non-Energy
Impacts

Cost-effectiveness and Integrated
Distributed Energy Resources
CEDMC Cost-Effectiveness Panel
May 6, 2021

California Public Utilities Commission
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What is cost-effectiveness
used for?

To determine the value of distributed
energy resource programs (or DERs,
or what we used to call demand-side
programs and resources).

What are demand-side
programs/DERs?

Any program that supports load
reductions on the customer side of the
meter, such as:
•
•
•
•

California Public Utilities Commission

•
•

Energy Efficiency
Low Income Energy Efficiency (Energy
Savings Assistance Program, or ESAP)
Demand Response
Distributed Generation/Customer
Generation/Self Generation (Storage, Fuel
Cells, Rooftop Solar, etc.)
Electric Vehicles
Building Electrification
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The Standard Practice Manual (SPM)
• Developed in the 1980s to measure the costeffectiveness of California’s Energy Efficiency
programs; now used in most states
• Use four tests to measure cost-effectiveness from
four perspectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Utility + Participant: The Total Resource Cost (TRC) test
Utility/Program Admin: The Program Administrator (PAC) test
Ratepayers: The Ratepayer Impact Measure (RIM) test
Participant: The Participant Test
The SPM also describes the “Societal Cost Test,” a variant of
the TRC that includes externalities and uses a social
discount rate. Proposed by ED staff in 2012 and 2016; but
not yet adopted by the CPUC.

California Public Utilities Commission
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Cost-effectiveness is a three step process

1

2

3

Determine system
benefits using the
Avoided Cost
Calculator

Estimate resource
program benefits,
based on Avoided Cost
Calculator outputs and
program characteristics

Compare benefits to
costs

California Public Utilities Commission
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Step 1: Determine system benefits using the
Avoided Cost Calculator
Two calculators (gas, electric), and several types of avoided costs:
• (Generation) Capacity
• Energy
• Transmission & Distribution Capacity (T&D)
• Ancillary Services
• Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
• High GWP gases (methane, refrigerants)
California Public Utilities Commission
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The Avoided Cost Calculator measures hourly avoided
costs for 30 years. It is updated annually, alternating between
major and minor updates.

• Avoided (Generation) Capacity measures the marginal value of reducing
demand, and is based on the costs of a 4-hour storage battery, which replaced
the Combustion Turbine in 2020.
• Avoided Energy is based on the forecasted cost of electricity (which in turn is
based on the forecasted cost of natural gas) during any hour and Integrated
Resource Planning models.
• Avoided Transmission & Distribution Capacity (T&D) are based on data supplied
by the utilities in the Distribution Resource Planning and General Rate Case
proceedings.
• Avoided Ancillary Services is a (small) percentage of avoided energy.
• Avoided Greenhouse Gas is hourly GHG emissions x GHG adder.
• Avoided High GWP gases (methane, refrigerants)
California Public Utilities Commission
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Step 2: Estimate program benefits
For non-dispatchable technologies (e.g., energy efficiency and rooftop solar) that
have load shapes:
System avoided costs are
calculated for each hour of
the year, based on the sum
of the individual avoided
costs.
Hourly Avoided Costs are
multiplied by the hourly load
savings for each measure…

… to determine the Avoided
Cost benefit for that
measure.
California Public Utilities Commission

Hourly
Avoided
Costs
($/kWh)
0

8760

0

8760

0

8760

Load
Shape
(kWh/hr)

Hourly
Benefits
($/hr)
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Step 2: Estimate program benefits
For dispatchable technologies, such as demand response, that have no load shapes
each avoided cost is calculated separately:

• Capacity: hourly avoided cost of capacity x expected load impact x availability
factor x notification factor x trigger factor
• Energy: Average energy price (including carbon allowances) x energy price
factor x total avoided energy (call hours x load impact, usually monthly)
• T&D: IOU-specific T&D data x right place/right time/right availability factor
• Ancillary Services: currently zero
• GHG: GHG adder x total avoided energy
• High GWP gases: methane adder x total avoided energy; refrigerants added
when applicable
California Public Utilities Commission
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Step 3: Compare benefits to costs
TYPICAL COSTS
• Administration (e.g., program design, development, operations, maintenance, overhead,
customer service, marketing & outreach, sales, IT infrastructure, customer education, program
evaluation, measurement & verification)

• Measure Costs for EE are incremental (difference between baseline
and efficient equipment); for DR include IOU equipment and software
• Incentives include equipment rebates, DR capacity and energy
payments. Equipment rebates can be upstream, midstream, or
downstream, making accounting complicated.
• Participant Costs calculations can be complicated

• EE: (Incremental measure cost – Rebate) X net-to-gross ratio
• DR: Value of Service Loss + Transaction Costs [75% of incentives used as proxy] +
Capital Costs (often zero)
• DG: Total Cost of Installed System – Federal Tax Credits – Rebate

California Public Utilities Commission
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CEDMC Spring Symposium:
Cost-Effectiveness
Mohit Chhabra
Senior Scientist, Natural Resources Defense Council
May 6th, 2021
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Cost Effectiveness is a Tool for Evaluating Investments
Is this energy investment the best way to achieve California’s policy
(environmental, energy system, and other) objectives?
• Do the benefits outweigh the costs?
or

• Is there a cheaper way of getting to our objective(s)?
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Cost Effectiveness is Best Suited For… (1)
Analyzing incremental investments as opposed to seismic policy shifts
• Easier: In the context of CA’s energy needs and clean energy goals, is it
better to invest in a high efficiency heat pump or a variable speed
drive?
• Harder: Should we make a policy commitment to develop offshore wind
in California?
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Cost Effectiveness is Best Suited For… (2)
Analyzing energy resource programs as opposed to those focused on
enhancing equity
• Yes: Is it better to invest in demand side management (DSM) or buy
energy from the wholesale market?
• Not Really: How to account for enhanced welfare and jobs created
through equity focused DSM programs?
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Cost Effectiveness is Better Suited For… (3)
Understanding aggregate impacts as opposed to distributional impacts.
• Yes: What is the total net benefit of a specific single family retrofit
program?
• No: Is this program spending benefiting those who most need it?
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California’s Big Cost-Effectiveness Question (1)
As DSM policy mandates go beyond energy system needs – equity,
carbon, pollution – how do we fairly account for their benefits and costs
relative to supply side resources?
• What’s the best path to get to our clean energy goals?
• Are we solving for ratepayers (modified PAC) or society (SCT) or trying
to do a little of both?
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California’s Big Cost-Effectiveness Question (2)
Expansive societal cost test means more non-resource initiatives will be costeffective; paying for more societal goals through electricity.
Although rates are a tested and readily available avenue for funding…
… utility rates & bills must be affordable for equity and decarbonization
• Clean fuels should be cheaper than/ comparable to polluting fuels
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energyfuturesgroup.com

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of DERs
What’s the Current State of the Union?
CALIFORNIA EFFICIENCY AND DEMAND MANAGEMENT COUNCIL SYMPOSIUM
Chris Neme
May 6, 2021
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Current State of Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of DERs in U.S.
May 6, 2021

Current State of Affairs Nationally
• Growing recognition of the flaws in many current practices
 NSPM getting increasing attention as useful reference
 More states/utilities making improvements

• But…long ways to go

 Many persistent problems/challenges
 Mostly biasing analyses against DERs

• Proliferation of DER initiatives
 Increase importance of improvements
 …and importance of consistency across DER applications
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Current State of Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of DERs in U.S.
May 6, 2021

Key Challenges
• Many states define TRC incorrectly

 Conceptually it is the combined impact on (1) the utility system; plus (2) program participants
 Many states include all participant costs, but exclude key participant benefits
‒
‒

Non-energy benefits
Even excluding other fuel savings in some states

 Result is Total Resource Cost, Partial Resource Benefits Test

• Omission or under-valuing of many utility system benefits
 Some states even exclude avoided T&D
 Risk mitigation
 Marginal line loss rates (vs. average)

• Defaulting to utility WACC for discount rate
• Not using the same test for all DERs

 Or not even using the same test for different applications of the same DERs

• Conflating cost-effectiveness and rate impacts

 Both worth analyzing
 But reflect different concerns and require separate analyses
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Current State of Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of DERs in U.S.
May 6, 2021

A Few More Words about Risk
• DERs can mitigate risk in various ways – all have economic value
 Avoided future costs of compliance with environmental regulations
 Reduced exposure to future fuel price uncertainty
 Option value – buying time to calibrate forecasts of system needs

• Some examples of efforts to monetize such values…
• …But much work still to be done

 One of the topics NESP will be addressing in the coming year

Chris Neme
PRINCIPAL
cneme@energyfuturesgroup.com
(802) 363-6551
energyfuturesgroup.com

Session #1 Discussion/Q&A
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5-Minute Break for Sponsor
Moments
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Session #1 Discussion/Q&A
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www.zoom.com
Zoom Meeting ID:
955 1263 3375
Passcode: cedmc
Join us today at 5pm for the CEDMC/AESP
monthly virtual happy hour!
Check out details at www.cedmc.org
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